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“Our customers who use AutoVAULT 
are giving us far more reliable backups.
Wish all our TSM customers used it.”

Less stress ... More time!
Reduce your stress, have confidence that your correct data is offsite, and regain 14-28 man-hours per
month per Tivoli Storage Manager (TSM) server. When backup windows are tight and staffing is stretched
thin, AutoVAULT will help you be more flexible, efficient, and accurate with your data movement.

Improve the security of your data
AutoVAULT tape vaulting is more accurate, making restoration of data more reliable. AutoVAULT continually
searches your libraries for tapes that should be off-site and re-vaults them when found. 

Eliminate error-prone script writing
Since 1999, AutoVAULT has been a highly-tested single commercial solution for vaulting TSM server media.
With AutoVAULT, you can reduce the risk of depending on locally (engineer)-written DRM scripts that offer
limited error-checking and can introduce human error into the vaulting process.

Save up to 28 hours per month per TSM server
AutoVAULT eliminates the repetitive tasks from the vaulting process. Fully-
automating your tape vaulting, removing the need to check each tape, improving
error-checking, and automating communication with Iron Mountain® or other
vaulting companies can reduce staff time by 14-28 hours a month per TSM 
server! For the small investment in AutoVAULT ($3995 US SRP), you could be
saving $35,000 in labor costs each year ... for every TSM server you run!

Add features and automations not found in TSM or DRM
• AutoVAULT individually verifies each tape checkout and captures all checkout
failures. You can glance at a report and know if the correct data is going 
off-site, without having to manually check each tape. This saves time and
increases accuracy.

•  AutoVAULT can communicate directly with Iron Mountain or other vaulting companies and will 
automatically FTP vaulting information in CSV format, a method that Iron Mountain and others can 
easily process ... without daily intervention on your part!

• AutoVAULT can vault primary pool and archive media to an on-site or off-site vault ... without having 
to replicate it. When backup windows become crunched, this can be a real life-saver. 

AutoVAULT can also: Prioritize data for first restoration in the event of a disaster; Vault to multiple vault
locations; Provide an audit log of all media movements; Exclude media brought on-site for an emergency
from vaulting; and more! These features are NOT found in TSM or DRM. 

Install at any TSM site…new or existing
AutoVAULT can be installed and configured to manage all your Windows or Unix TSM servers ... 
whether they are in a new or older system.

By simply adding AutoVAULT to your backup and disaster recovery system, 
your data will be more secure, your backup window will be easier to 
manage, and you’ll regain valuable time in your workday! 

... all for only $3995 US (SRP) per TSM server!  
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CUSTOMER BRIEFING

For more information, view an < 5 minute

video at www.coderelief.com/video.htm

"AutoVAULT solved three major 
problems we were having with IBM’s
TSM: It seamlessly automates our 
tape vaulting; sends media directly to
Iron Mountain®; and directly vaults
our TDP and archive primary pool
media off-site, which saves time and
space in our tape library. AutoVAULT
has been a huge plus!"

Deb Demler
System Engineer

Reading Health System

"Thanks again for your helpful 
technical support! Your AutoVAULT
product is really a life-saver for me,
not only saving a lot of time, but 
also improving our accuracy."

Terry Tran
Windows System Administrator

Serco, Inc.

DR Specialist
Major Off-Site Storage Provider


